A (page or web) snippet is a document excerpt allowing a user to understand if a document is indeed relevant without accessing it. This paper proposes an effective snippet generation method. A statistical query expansion approach with pseudo-relevance feedback and text summarization techniques are applied to salient sentence extraction for good quality snippets. In the experimental results, the proposed method showed much better performance than other methods including those of commercial Web search engines such as Google and Naver.
. The proposed method showed significantly improved performance in both the data sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents previous related work. In section 3, we explain the proposed query-biased summarization method for snippet generation. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of empirical results. Finally, the conclusion is described.
Related Work
Several previous studies were carried out for generating text summaries by using query expansion [3, 7] .
Sanderson's summarizer was based on query expansion from the Local Context Analysis (LCA) of the INQUERY retrieval system, but the use of LCA expansion terms provided no improvement to the summary quality. Goldstein et al. used several variations of pseudo-relevance feedback which added the title or the top ranked sentence to the query, and they obtained significant improvements in their experiments.
Their methods were compared to the proposed method in our experiments.
The statistical approaches for sentence extraction generally consider the surface level features of a sentence as important ones: title, location, length, frequency, and so on [11, 12] . That is, a sentence similar to the title is a salient sentence, the leading several sentences of a document are more important, a long sentence is regarded as more important, and a sentence including high frequency terms is more important.
The Query-biased Summarization Using Pseudo-Relevance Feedback
While Information Retrieval finds and ranks documents based on maximizing relevance to the user's query, query-biased summarization extracts salient sentences or sections of a document based on query-term similarity. The idea of pseudo-relevance feedback is to take the results that are initially returned from some query and to use information about whether those results are relevant to perform a new query.
To apply the pseudo-relevance feedback technique to query-biased summarization, first we must find the relevant sentences automatically. In the query-biased summarization, words or phrases from sections of text are compared to the user's query terms, which are mostly related to the user's interest. From this point of view, a sentence including a query term can be regarded as a relevant sentence. All the noun terms of the relevant sentences become candidates for query expansion; the original query term is also included in the candidate terms. The Term Selection Value (TSV) of each candidate term is estimated by a relevance weighting function in a probability model [6] . The top k candidate terms, which contain the original query term, are selected for query expansion. The importance score of a sentence is estimated by the sum of the TSVs of all the expanded query terms in the sentence and the location information of the sentence. The location information is regarded as an important feature for estimating the importance of each sentence. It has also been used as an effective feature in the text summarization literature [11] . The salient sentences are extracted according to the calculated importance score and the snippet of each document is created from them. The whole process is summarized as follows: 
Query Expansion Using Statistical Relevance Weighting for Summarization
All the noun terms from relevant sentences become candidate terms for query expansion. To choose salient terms among the candidate terms, the relevance weight (TSV) of each term is estimated by the following function depending on the distribution of candidate terms in relevant and non-relevant sentences. This is based on the basic probability model proposed by Robertson and Sparck Jones [4, 6, 8] . (1) w t : the relevance weight of candidate term t p: the probability that candidate term t is assigned within the set of relevant sentences for initial query Q q: the probability that candidate term t is assigned within the set of non-relevant sentences for initial query Q R: the number of relevant sentences for initial query Q r: the number of relevant sentences for initial query Q having term t S: the number of non-relevant sentences for initial query Q s: the number of non-relevant sentences for initial query Q having term t After all the candidate terms are sorted according to their TSVs, the top k candidate terms are selected as expanded query terms. k is set to six by a simple experiment in this paper.
The Importance Score Estimation of Each Sentence for Generating a Snippet
All the sentences including initial query terms become candidates to be extracted as a query-biased summary for a snippet. This section describes how to extract salient sentences from the set of the candidate sentences. The importance score of each candidate sentence is estimated by using the TSVs of expanded
query terms and the location information of the sentence within a document. The final importance score is calculated by formula (3).
In formula (2), j eqt w denotes the relevance weight (TSV) of j-th expanded query term (eqt j ) included in a candidate sentence, and RWscore(S i ) denotes the importance score which is calculated by the sum of relevance weights (TSVs) of expanded query terms in the candidate sentence, S i . By formula (3), the final importance score is estimated by the linear combination of a normalized RWscore(S i ) and a location score.
RWscoreMax denotes the maximum RWscore value within a document. N is the total number of sentences in the document and S i denotes the i-th located sentence. The parameter α is set to 0.4 by a simple experiment. As a result, the top m candidate sentences are selected as a summary for a snippet; m is differently chosen for each document because it is the same number as the number of sentences of a snippet for the document from Google and Naver.
Evaluation

Data Sets and Performance Measures
Two data sets consisted of news articles and their snippets from Google (www.google.co.kr) and Naver . At first, the top 10 Web documents from the result of each search engine were chosen as test data; some documents can occur in both data sets concurrently because we used the same query set for each search engine, but most of them have different snippets. The data set consists of 80 queries and 1,600 documents. Some of these 1,600 documents were removed because they have the same number of sentences including query terms as the snippet of each search engine. That is, only sentences including a query term are qualified as a snippet, and the number of selected sentences for each document is equal to the number of sentences from its Google or Naver snippet in the experiments. Thus, if a document has only a few sentences with query terms, its accuracy must always be 100% regardless of selecting any sentence and applying any summarization technique.
The final data sets are composed of 80 queries and 1,126 documents: Google (566) and Naver (560). A validation set was used to set up several parameters (k: the number of expanded query terms in section 3.1 and α: the parameter of formula (3)) of the proposed method. It consists of 30% of the documents which are randomly chosen from our data set. Three people participated in extracting the most salient sentence from a document by a voting mechanism for evaluation; a document and its related query are provided to them for this process. Table 1 shows the distribution of each category in the data sets. As summaries from the proposed method are compared to those from Google or Naver, the number of sentences in a summary extracted by the proposed method is equal to that in a snippet from Google or Naver for fair comparison. In addition, the actual shape of a snippet from Google or Naver is composed not of complete sentences but as the part of a sentence including the query term. Thus we considered the appearance of a part of sentence as that of a complete sentence for fair evaluation. The accuracy is used as a performance measure in this paper. If an extracted summary or a snippet from Google or Naver includes the most salient sentence selected by a person, it is regarded as a correct summary. Otherwise, it is regarded as an incorrect summary.
Other Query-biased Summarization Approaches Compared to the Proposed Method
The proposed query expansion method using pseudo-relevance feedback is verified by comparison with other query expansion methods using pseudo-relevance feedback: the title method and the top ranked sentence method. The former adds the title to the initial query to create an expanded query and the latter adds the top ranked sentence to the initial query [3] . The inner product is used as a similarity measure to choose the top ranked sentence. The importance score of each sentence is measured by the similarity between the expanded query and each sentence as follows: The final title method and the final top ranked sentence method exploit a similar formula to formula (3) except using Sim(EQ,S i ) instead of RWscore(S i ) as follows:
Another query-biased summarization method is compared to the proposed method in this paper. It is based on sentence extraction using TF-ISF (Term Frequency-Inverted Sentence Frequency), which is a variation of the well known TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverted Document Frequency) in Information Retrieval. All the noun terms of the candidate sentences, which include a query term, are weighted in the following formula (6) .
where tf t denotes the term frequency of term t, N denotes the number of sentences in a document, and n t denotes the number of sentence including term t.
The final importance score of each candidate sentence is calculated by formula (8).
In formula (7), TFISFscore(S i ) means the importance score which is calculated by the sum of the TF-ISF values of all the noun terms in a sentence, S i .
Experimental Results
The Experiments for Setting Parameters
The purpose of the experiments in this section is to make a decision about setting several parameters (k and α) before the main experiments are conducted. As described in section 4.1, a validation set is used in these experiments and the importance score of each candidate sentence is estimated by only the normalized sum of TSVs (RWscore). Firstly, we observed the performance changes of the proposed method according to the number of the expanded query terms (k: 1 to 7). As you can see in Table 2 , the best performance is achieved when 6 expanded query terms are used and stable performances are observed from using over 4 expanded query terms. This experiment result gives us proof of the effectiveness of query expansion in summarization; one expanded query term usage (46.1%) means that only the original query term was used in the experiment. As a result, we achieved 7.8% improvement when we used 5 more query terms by query expansion. After k was set to six, we carried out an additional experiment to set up the α value for adding location information into the final importance score calculation. As a result, we obtained the best performance (68.75%) when the 0.4 value is used as α. This accuracy value is an improvement as high as 14.85% over the proposed system without location information. This is the obvious proof that location information is effective in snippet generation. Tables 3 and 4 show that the proposed method outperforms Google and Naver in accuracy. Moreover, the proposed query expansion method is also much superior to other query-biased summarization methods in both the data sets. In Tables 3 and 4 , the performance results are reported as accuracy, and each number in parentheses denotes the number of corrected documents in total test documents. In spite of the outstanding accuracy of the proposed method, it has one weakness: more execution time. The request of more execution time can make it difficult to apply the proposed method to practical Information Retrieval systems. Execution efficiency has always been a major concern of Information Retrieval systems since most of them are interactive, and a long retrieval time will interfere with the usefulness of the system [2] . However, the developing trend of recent search engines gives us insight into this problem. That is, since most search engines analyze input queries to provide the order information of popular queries to users or for other reasons, the snippets of at least popular queries can be previously made and provided to users by using the proposed method in batch process. These kind of query cache methods have been studied to store pre-computed final result pages for very popular queries and fetch 12 straight from the query cache when one of the popular queries is issued [1, 9] . Moreover, Turpin et al. presented algorithms and data structures for efficient generation of query-biased snippets [9] . They reduced snippet generation time by reordering/compressing documents and caching documents. We think our proposed algorithm can be applied to a part of Turpin et al.'s algorithms as well as query caching; a part of our algorithm can help improve their scoring sentence algorithm and sentence reordering algorithm.
Experimental Results to Verifying the Proposed Method in Each Data Set
Conclusion
This paper presents the outstanding snippet generation method using the pseudo-relevance feedback technique. The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by the experiments on the Google and Naver data sets. Finally, the proposed method achieved much better performance than Google and Naver as well as other query-biased summarization methods.
